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iRitcheson Resigns
IWill Go to SMUt v k 4 4k jj W CB College News Bureau
Charles R Ritcheson chairman of the Kenyon College Depart-
ment of History has submitted his resignation He will assume
a similar position at Southern Methodist University Dallas Tex
effective Sept 1 1965 At SMU his major responsibility will be de-
velopment of a new graduate program leading to the doctor of
philosophy degree
President F Edward Lund ac exciting period in its history
cepted the resignation which is A native of Maysville Okla-
effective June 30 with regret homa Ritcheson received the BA
Describing Professor Ritchesons degree from the University of
service to Kenyon President Oklahoma in 1946 studied at Har-
Lund referred particularly to his vard the University of Zurich
direction of the Symposium on and received the Doctor of Phi-
Communication between the Arts losophy degree from Oxford Uni-
and Sciences in 1962 At that versity in 1951 Prior to coming
time such eminent authorities as to Kenyon in 1953 he was asso
i m in
ALO Archon
Deke Top in
Blood Drive
Two hundred and ten people
volunteered to give blood for the
thirteenth annual visit of the
Bloodmobile to Kenyon College
on Tuesday the seventeenth of
November From these 210 volun-
teers the Bloodmobile received a
total of 168 pints of blood This
figure is an average one for the
annual blood drive last years
figures for example being 194
volunteers and 170 pints
Mrs H L Warner was in charge
of the drive Assisting her in ad-
ministrative work were Mrs
Thomas Edwards who ran the
canteen that was serving during
the drive and Mrs Paul Titus
who was at the registration
desk Those helping Mrs Warner
in soliciting for the drive were
Mrs Robert Baker for the Ken-
yon faculty and staff Mrs Wal-
ker Mrs Irish and Mr Belton
for Bexley Dixie Long un-
dergraduate chairman and a
staff of students consisting of one
representative from each frater-
nity two independent represen-
tatives and two representatives
from each of the freshman dorma-
tories Also assisting in the drive
Marjorie Henshaw Clara studies the townspeoples reaction to Edward Teller and C P Snow ciate professor at Oklahoma Col
her 100 million dollar proposal while W H Webster Alfred on were brought to Kenyon He also lege for women
right and Edward Hallowell The Mayor on left consider its ef praised Ritcheson for his leader Professor Ritcheson is a mem-
Turn to page 8 col 5fects in last weeks performance of The Visit ship in developing a program in
Non- Western Studies at the Col-
lege
In his letter to President Lund
Ritcheson said Gratified as I
am by my new appointment I
shall always feel regret at mis-
sing the years immediately ahead
Candor Freedom Praised
In New N C A Evaluation
ing on its assets They were imby Charles Spain Verral
In mid- April of last year Ken-
yon was re- evaluated by the
TVT 1 A 1 A 4 Z1
pressed with the blending of old for Kenyon During the time I
and new buildings in a dignified have been at Kenyon the College
and spacious campus which can has taken great strides forward ItfiNorui oenudi bbuciaumi ui vui provide a vaiuabie opportunity until at the present 1 Delieve it
stands on the verge of the mostleges ana secondary acnoois an for quiet detachmentwere the Arnold Air Society and accrediting group of which Ken On the critical side the evalu
i
As The Collegian went to
press we learned of the resig-
nation of Prof Virgil Aldrich
head of Kenyans Department
of Philosophy Prof Aldrich
hopes to join the faculty of the
University of North Carolina
next September
ators outlined four areas where
the College is facing difficulties
The two major problems they
felt are the unusually high attri-
tion rate of students and faculty
and the large debt which has been
allowed to pile up since World
War II
Turn to page 4 col 3
Prof Charles Ritcheson
the Chase bociety J he nurses yon is a charter member
were Mrs Frank Bailey Mrs The two evaluators were Dean
James Michael and Mrs Thomas paimer C Pilcher of Wayne State
Greenslade University and Dean Richard
On the basis of a percentage Doney of Northwestern Their re-
computed by giving full credit to port has just been made public
donors and people rejected as a in general they were quite im-
result of the onth- espot physical preSsed with Kenyon They corn-
examination and V credit to mented favorably on the candor
those volunteers who either were and forthrightness of the recent
ill at the time or failed to obtain seif study They also praised the
permission to give the Alpha atmosphere of full academic free-
Lombda Omega fraternity un dom the calibre and achieve-
seated last years winner Delta ments of both faculty and admin-
Phi with a percentage of 397 istration the Colleges relations
Archon placed second among the with the Episcopal church salar-
fraternities with a percentage of ies and faculty housing The ex-
345 followed by Delta Epsilon aminers had particular praise for
308 and Delta Phi 302 President Lunds re- establish
Drinking
Changed
Senate Takes Up
Regulations to be
by Bryan Perilman
Kenyon Singers
At Cleveland
College News Bureau
The Kenyon College Singers
presented a joint concert with
The Notre Dame College Choir
of Cleveland on Nov 14 at 830
pm in Kulas Auditorium Cleve-
land
The singers sang selections
from Camille Saint- Saens and ar-
rangements by Robert Shaw
Roger Wagner and Fenno Heath
For the past month and one- half the Campus Senate has been
discussing the problems of beer and liquor consumption at Kenyon
Among those donors outside the ment of initiative of the faculty College The problems center around the fact that Rules and Regu-
Kenyon student body were twen in matters of educational policy lations Section II D concerning alcoholic beverages in its gener-
ty three of the college faculty and Kenyon they felt has overcome ality does not conform to existing state statute 430169
staff eleven from Bexley and most of the disadvantages of its Statute 430169 states Sale to shall sell intoxicating liquor to a
four others from Gambier isolated location while capitaliz Minors Prohibited No Person person under the age of twenty
1
one years or sell beer to a person Jointly with the Notne Dame
A Day With Bob Dyl
under the age of eighteen or buy choir they presented Ijlov Let
intoxicating liquor for or furnish Evry Tongue Adore Thee by J
it to a minor unless given by a S Bach O Sacred Head Sore
physician in the regular line of Wounded by J S Bach and Al
practice or by a parent or legal leluia by Randall Thompson
guardian Beer is all malt bev Soloists for the evening wereWearing high heel boots a tailored pea- jacket without lapels
by John Cocks pegged dungarees of a kind of buffed azure large sunglasses with erages of less than 32 Section Robert Tait of Lima O William
squared edges his dark curly hair standing straight up on top and 430173 states further Any room Scar of West Newton Mass
spilling over the upturned collar of his soiled white shirt he caused or building where beer or intoxi Thomas Lockard of West Lake
a small stir when he got off the plane in Columbus Businessmen eating liquor is manufactured O and Lowell Gaspar of Fair-
nodded and smirked the ground crew looked a little incredulous and sold bartered possessed or kept view Park O Dean Merrill of
Rockville Md was accompanistTurn to page 4 col 4a mother put a hand on her childs head and made him turn away
Bob Dylan came into the terminal taking long strides walking hard
on his heels and swaggering just a little He saw us smiled a ner-
vous but friendly smile and came over to introduce himself and
his companion a lanky unshaven man named Victor who looked
like a hip version of Abraham Lincoln Dave Banks who had or-
ganized the concert and who was Dylans official reception commit-
tee led Dylan and Victor to baggage claim Along the way Victor
asked us how far we were from the school and where he and
English Professors to
Hear Famous Speakers
College students interested in be among the speakers at the con
Dylan would be spending the night Learning that Banks had re modern literature literary criti vention
served a room for them in a small motel seven miles from Kenyon cism andor the teaching of Eng More than 6000 teachers from
he smiled a little and said Tryin to keep us as far away from the lish are being invited to attend throughout the United States are
school as you can huh the meetings of the National expected to attend the convention
The trip back from the airport right before the concert he said Council of English Teachers Con which this year will focus its at
was a quiet one Both men seem and they all came in sweaty vention in Cleveland Thursday tention on reevaluation of instruc
ed rather tired Dylan especially and yellin Man the audience Nov 26 through Saturday Nov 28 tion in English
who was pale and nervous He was full of football players foot Saul Bellow author Malcolm Governor Sanford and Albert
said he was right in the middle ball players Banks mentioned Cowley author- critic Nancy Hale Kitzhaber professor at the uni
of a big concert tour which had that Kenyon hadnt won a single author Walter Havighurst au versity of Oregon and president
been on for almost two months football game all year and both thor and English professor at Mi of the Council will open the gen
and Victor reminisced about one men seemed enthusiastic Yeah ami University Rod Serling tele eral session Thursday at 8 pm in
memorable engagement in Cam No kidden Dylan said and vision writer and North Caro the Grand Ballroom of the Shera
bridge They had this pep rally Turn to page 3 col 1 lina Governor Terry Sanford will Turn to page 4 col 5
111
Folksinger Bob Dylan
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THE KENYON COLLEGIAN is published every other week except during
vacation periods by the students of Kenyon College during the regular academic
year Entered at the Post Office in Gambier Ohio Printed by Printing Arts Press
Mt Vernon Ohio THE COLLEGIAN maintains regular hours daily from 100 to
400 pm at its editorial and business offices located in Chase Tower of Peirce
Hall Subscriptions are available at 600 postpaid in Gambier and Mt Vernon
500 Advertising rates upon request
Michael R Burr Editor Thomas E Carr Political Editor
John G Hasse Assistant to the Editor Richard G Freeman Features Editor
James R Kirk Associate Editor Howard E Price Jr Sports Editor
Jerome P Yurch Assistant Editor Charles S Verral Copy Editor
Wm David Mouat Managing Editor Wayne D Beveridge Asst Bus Mgr
John J Buckley Jr Business Manager Allan W Ryan Circulation Manager
D David Long Consulting Editor Steven L Willner Photographer
The Collegian utilizes the resources oj the College News Bureau
The newspapers Sir they are the most villainous licentious abominable in-
fernal Not that I ever read them No I make it a rule never to look into a
For the last two years the col-
lege Administration has been cop-
ing with the problem of expan-
sion and has come up with its
probable solution The trustees
have already endorsed the wo-
mens colege as the mode of ex-
pansion and there is near unani-
mity of opinion in support of this
on the faculty
What is proposed is not radical-
ly altering the monastic educa-
tional tradition of Kenyon by the
reorganization of the college on
a coeducational basis What is
proposed is the establishment of
a coordinate womens college for
500 women within walking dis-
tance of the present campus
thus essentially within the limits
of Gambier The new campus
will consist of a complex of build
ings including dormitories a re-
fectory a small reference library
and separate athletic faculties
The college will have a different
name than that of Kenyon but
it will have the same administra-
tion and faculty
The College authorities feel that
the womens college would be an
almost immediate success They
cite statistics indicating the short-
age of college places for women
right now in support of their
viewpoint They argue that no-
where in the Middle West is there
a womens college with the pe-
culiar liberal arts emphasis that
Kenyon has for its men In short
as Dean Haywood says There
is no Wellesley of the Middle
West
Opponents of the womens col
newspaper
Richard Brinsley Sheridan
Miss Texas or Vassar Girl
lege voice two fears the aca-
demic standards of the college
will drop social life will change
for the worse But the Adminis-
tration protests it intends to
guard against the prevalent ten-
dency today of education becom-
ing a social experience It views
women as a competitive and ca-
talytic agent in the scholastic
sphere In the social sphere the
college says it does not plan much
change if any in the social privi-
leges we enjoy now The Ad-
ministration does forsee however
a much more ambitious social
program than we have now
The Administration does not
want a boysy girlsy kind
of college Dean Haywood em-
phatically states Library dates
are absolutely anathema to me
In planning its expansion Ken-
yon has looked to the example of
Stanford Grinnel and Oberlin
which although being coed are
still distinguished progressive
and forward looking
Certainly there should be a
more radical change than the one
proposed but the change pro-
posed is radical enough Class-
room instruction will be coedu-
cational in all courses except for
the basic courses where there
will be separate sectional meet-
ings Competent women will be
added to the faculty Despite this
the Administration is trying des-
perately to preserve the dia-
logue between the males in the
new arrangement
This inevitably brings us to the
point of trying to distinguish be-
tween dream and reality Is it
possible to introduce 500 women
into the academic and social life
of Kenyon Colege and not ex-
pect the results that coeducation
is producing elsewhere Wrong
as it is to try to hypothesize from
a limited viewpoint and certainly
limited experience we cannot
help but muse upon the Kenyon
College we shall all be reintro-
duced to as alumni
Can we have women in Gam-
bier without replacing the Peep
night with the panty raid
Even Harvards sophisticates per-
iodically fall prey to this kind of
coeducational diversion It is not
so much a coordinate womens
college that is causing opposition
as it is the symptomatic evils of
the coeducational institutions with
which most of us are most fami-
liar The opponents of the wo-
mens college do not like having
to choose between Denisons
pinning ceremony and Oberlins
protesting picket lines and
they feel a womens college
makes that choice inevitable
Financially it would be im-
possible to separate the two
schools to the extent that it
would guard against the evils of
coeducation With women and
men in the same classes and la-
boratories and using essentially
the same library the distinction
between the two schools merely
boils down to a difference in name
and sex The opponents of the
womens college acurately see the
proposed arrangement as essen-
tially coeducational Calling it a
coordinate womens college does
not make it one
Opponents of the womens col-
lege begrudingly accept it as a
necessary evil but in speculating
on Kenyons future they cannot
help but snidely mention the pros-
pect of a renaissance of adoles-
cence in Gambier Will the sac-
rifices that must be made be
Turn to page 8 Col 5
A associate Professor Ronald Berman is one of Kenyons
better teachers However in three separate instances recently
he has acted in a manner detrimental to the interests of the
College the English Department and his effectiveness as a
teacher in a community devoted to academic excellence
In the first of these Mr Berman summarily dismissed a
freshman William Peden from his Basic Course I section for
plagiarism This punishment is fair and we are not quarreling
with the penalty but we believe that the public accusation in
front of the class and the issuing of the penalty at that time
violated Mr Pedens right to a hearing before the Chairman of
the Department and the Dean of the College
When a student is suspected of plagiarism his instructor
first should contact the head of the department and then after
a conference between the student the teacher and the chair-
man the matter may be brought to the Dean The student is
entitled to a fair hearing and he should be considered innocent
until his guilt is established This procedure was not followed
by Mr Berman in this case
In a second incident Mr Berman established a practice
of assigning punishments for misspelled words in composi-
tions For each error the student would be required to write
the word correctly 1000 times Kyle St Claire was assigned
because of errors in a theme 32000 words After St Claire
wrote 7000 of these words he asked his advisor to intercede
and the punishment was rescinded Nevertheless this sort of
high school pettiness would seem grossly out of place at a col-
lege with the academic excellence of Kenyon
In the third instance Mr Berman during a meeting of
the English Department faculty with students majoring in the
department made a series of remarks at the expense of Prof
Norman Feltes which were supposed to be humorous They
were not and only served to substantiate current student feel-
ing that there is a serious schism within the department
We presume that a faculty member is obligated to act in a
manner strengthening his department the College and his
task of aiding students in their search for knowledge Behavior
involving neglect of the basic rights of the student the inflict-
ing of meaningless childish and time- consuming assignments
to the detriment of a students course work and inane re-
marks flagrantly inconsiderate of a colleague would seem3 to
be in direct contradiction with the job of being a teacher
If Mr Berman is interested in continuing as an effective
teacher he might profitably reconsider the pattern of irrespon-
sibility his actions have been taking of late and work to re-
gain the prestige and affection he once had within the College
and which his many attributes indicate he deserves
To be Miss Texas or to go to Vasser was the choice a Vasser
freshman had to make She won the chance to try for the Miss
America title before she received her official acceptance from Vas-
sar Since the title required her to make appearances throughout
Texas she relinqushed it to go to Poughkeepsie After three days of
hard scrutiny the judge picked her from one of fifty contestants A
ballet dancer since the age of seven she fulfilled the talent require-
ment by a series of Japanese Flamenco French cancan American
ballet and pseudo- strip tease dances
Trinity College students awoke rudely on October 20 to news of
an administrative fait accompli The day before President Jacobs
turned the College into a dry campus Previously the fraternities
were allowed to serve beer and wine during the week and hard liq-
uor on the weekends The Dean explained There was nothing in
the students actions to prompt this action but that the Colleges
legal responsibility proved a factor in the decision The Connecticut
Liquor Control Law since the Darien incident has provoked contro-
versy about under- age drinking all over the state However one
college official said the administration had contemplated the ban
for several years After a week filled with confusion over the
morality and legality of drinking interspersed with charges of hind-
sight and nearsight on the part of the administration the Trinity
Senate asked the President to lift the ban for those 21 and over
Under the sponsorship of the Action for Appalachian Youth move-
ment West Virginia State and two other nearby colleges have ini-
tiated a College Service Corps This student- run volunteer agency
provides tutoring for high school drop- outs in the vicinity Each
tutor is allowed one student Although the agency matches the tutor
with tutee the instructor has free rein as the method of teaching he
uses Faculty advisors are available to tutors if he wants them In
addition to help in studies the program wants to develop a personal
relationship between tutor and tutee so that the dropout will have
both an example and a friend
The Director of Student Aid at Williams released figures on
their students summer earnings A member of 66 topped the individ-
ual earnings with 8900 as a dictionary salesman in the South
Other individual highs were 3000 as a livestock dealer and 2600 as
a salesman The year 1964 showed the highest percentage of student
employment 8327 and the highest average earnings per student
633 All this money came from widely diversified sources The
oddest jobs were those of fish packer computer programmer ter-
mite exterminator switch- board operator in Paris dictionary sales-
man leather sorter in Germany oil rig roustabout and protocol host
at the Worlds Fair
Undergraduates at Hamilton College last year started a philoso-
phy club to encourage faculty lectures But this year they are em-
phasizing student papers which will then be published in a student
journal The Club requires its authors to have at least one year of
philosophy A seniors paper on moral relativism and another stu-
dents lecture on Erich Fromm started off this years series
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A Day with Bob Dylan
continued
mdYVictor flashed a gratified smileThey asked a lot of questionsabout the college the Review andgirls Victor was astonished to
find the college was so small and
that the girls were so far away
Outside Cleveland he com
7
Y
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y
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any greens Victor smiled shak-
ing his head Wow well just
get him that fish plate or what-
ever it is No greens wow The
food would be ready in halfan- hour
so Banks and I left Dylan
and Victor in the room watching
Steve McQueen tackle some evil-
looking Mexicans Dylan was now
completely absorbed in the pro-
gram Victor was trying to sleep
When we returned with the
food halfan- hour later the tele-
vision was still on Victor
sprawled on his bed while Dylan
clasped and unclasped his hands
between his knees The restaurant
had cooked a good meal but had
forgotten to include silverware
Dont make no difference Dylan
and Victor said in chorus no
difference so we ate everything
from home fried potatoes to salad
with our fingers Dylan poked
around at his fried fish platter
but wolfed down the salad Greek
salad in Mt Vernon Ohio he
said Crazy wiped his fingers
on his azure dungarees lit a
cigarette and poured himself
some more of the Almaden wine
He was interested in the article
I was planning to write about
him Theres this one guy who
writes for the Post The Saturday
Evening Post you know named
Al Aronowitz He was going to
do this story on me for a year
and a half but he couldnt do it
Hes really a great guy He knew
it would be cut to shit by the
Post and he wouldnt get to say
what hed want to be sayin only
what they wanted And the guy
really didnt want me to come
out like that you dig But we
tried to write it anyway you
know together I went up to his
place one day and we sat down
and began to write this story
about me meeting him in Central
Park and everything But we had
to stop because the thing was
Beer and stronger beverages will flow this weekend as Fall Dance Weekend appears Emil Leon
and his orchestra will play at tonights formal dance 1100 to 300 am Tomorrow night two bands
will play at the informal dance 1000 to 200 The Chosen 5 and The Furies
Student Council Rejects Judical Board
Letter Adopts Buildings Committee Report
the letter a slap at our face
Michael Burr asserted that the
Board has no legal power to
regulate the minutes of the Coun-
cil and said that if the Council
accepted the letter it would be
dangerous Michael Underwood
said that the Boards interpreta-
tion of the Constitution is er-
roneous and would prohibit
anyone to tell the Boards deci-
sions to anyone He added that
rumor is not the best way for
the campus to learn what the
Board is doing Alan Vogeler
moved to amend the motion on
the floor to make it say that the
Council would accept the letter
provided that the Board agree to
take into account an earlier mo-
tion of the Council that suspen-
sion not be used as a punishment
for social violations but Under-
wood the parliamentarian in-
sisted that such an amendment
was out of order Michael Burr
reiterated that the letter was
dangerous because it implied that
the Board could tell the Council
what to do At Warren Iwasas
suggestion the motion on the
floor and the motion to amend
were withdrawn and a motion to
accept the letter was made Coun
mented man thats a far away
to go for a chick Dylan nodded
sympathetically
We talked a bit more then
about Kenyon They really have
to wear ties and stuff to the con-
cert Dylan asked ties Well
Im gonna tell them they can take
them off Thats what Im gonna
do Rules man thats why I
never lasted long in college Too
many rules He spoke quietly
but with some animation in an
unmistakeably mid- western ac-
cent
Entering Mt Vernon Dylan
asked if there was a liquor store
around Nothin strong wine
or somethin Beaujoulais Chain-
tis good Yeah or Almaden or
anything just so its red and dry
Banks stopped to get some
wine Dylan was talking faster
now more excitedly fingering
his sideburns and running his
hand nervously over the top of
his head
As we came into Gambier Dy-
lan pressed his face up against
the car window Wow great
place for a school Man if I went
here Id be out in the woods all
day gettin drunk Get me a
chick and here he again smiled
his nervous smile settle down
raise some kids Banks drove the
pair around the campus and stop-
ped at Rosse Hall where the con-
cert was to be given to show them
the audio facilities Victor didnt
like the amplifier system Man
its a phonograph and Dylan
was worried about making his
entrance from the back of the
hall and walking all the way to
the stage in front It was finally
decided that he would use the
classrooms in the basement for a
dressing room and come in through
the fire exit in front facing the
small College cemetery Strange
set- up he kept saying really
strange set- up He was pacing
up and down taking quick drags
on a Chesterfield Look try and
get as many people in here as you
can OK Let em sit on the
floor just try and let everybody
in OK Victor mentioned that
they were both pretty hungry so
Banks suggested driving back into
Mt Vernon where Dylan would-
nt be recognized even if he was
noticed Banks said he would
probably be taken for some crazy
college student anyway and the
worst that could happen was
someone trying to pick a fight
Sall right man Dylan said
shrugging his narrow shoulders
Im ready for em
Back in Mt Vernon both Dylan
and Victor were convulsed by the
public square Hey man look
at that cat Dylan said pointing
at a Civil War monument Whos
he Victor leaned out the win-
dow and squinted Dont know
looks like General Custer from
here Fantastic Dylan said
When we finally got to the
motel and into the room Dylan
turned on the television and be-
gan to tune his Gibson guitar and
sing while watching Wanted
Dead or Alive Dave Banks went
to take care of the luggage while
Victor and I walked to a public
phone booth to call out for some
food Dylan only wanted a salad
but Victor told me to order him
something else Fish or some-
thin And some greens Hes gotta
have some greens Any kind I
dont know The Rendezvous
Restaurant however didnt have
by C Johnson Taggart
The Student Council at its
November 9 meeting dealt again
with the Judicial Boards letter
on the secrecy of the Boards pro-
cedings President William Ham-
ilton read the letter which had
not been received in time to be
read at the previous meeting
The letter asserted that nobody
has the right to reveal what goes
on at meetings of the Judicial
Board without the consent of the
Board It defined social probation
as a prohibition against attend-
ing any function not of an aca-
demic nature The Council the
letter went on is authorized to
publish records of Judicial
Board meetings in its minutes
but the Board reserves the right
to remove that authorization The
letter concluded by asserting that
the Board acts after deliberation
deciding each case on its merits
and appreciates criticism but
would prefer it to be of a con-
structive nature
After hearing the letter Coun-
cil took up a postponed motion
from the last meeting to reject
the letter Mark Houser called
cil in effect rejected the letter
by defeating the motion When
Council unanimously passed a
resolution to refer the letter to
the Planning Committee Presi-
dent Hamilton a member of the
Campus Senate added that he
will refer the letter to the Cam-
pus Senate
Council also accepted the report
of the Buildings Committee
which recommended that one of
the new dormitories be used to
house independents and the other
to house the independent mens
association Burr the chairman of
the Committee read the report
which pointed to a need to recog-
nize the independents as a group
and to a belief that giving inde-
pendents their own building and
lounge would end the need for
fraternities to provide entertain-
ment for independents Giving the
independent mens association its
own building Burr added would
encourage membership in that
association It would be harmful
he said to give such status to a
fraternity because that frater-
nity would thus have a frater-
nity house and be an exception
to the traditional Kenyon rule
about fraternity housing
tre of the absurd is based on the
belief that such standards are not
to be found The two schools op-
pose each other bitterly each
claiming that the other is bour-
geois but there are similaritie
between the two Brecht is besi
admired not as a Communist yea-
sayer but as a demolisher of the
more seamy standards of bour-
geois society and antiC- ommunists
can watch his plays and en-
joy seeing some absurdities ex-
pressed without being annoyed oj
disturbed by the rather amibigu
ous Marxist aspects of the plots
On the other hand theatre of th
absurd has a heroic quality to it
The characters constant searcl
for an escape from absurdity of
ten produces a great empathy ii
the minds of the audience
Gassner concluded that avant
garde theatre generally suffer
from a lack of vitality because th
Turn lo page 8 col 4
Gassner Lectures on Avant- Garde Theatre
getting really weird surrealistic
and the story never got written
The only other cat he wont do a
story on is Paul Newman because
he dont want to ruin him by
gettin him all cut up
While talking he constantly
flexed his fingers and crossed and
uncrossed his legs Mentioning
Paul Newman got him on the
subject of acting For me you
know acting is like the Marx
Brothers somethin you cant
learn Like the Studio In the
early days it was good before it
became a big fad but I went
there and really got turned off
All these people actors theyre
all themselves really tryin too
hard to be someone else You cant
learn to be someone else Its just
gotta be inside You dig what Im
tryin to say
Hey Bob Victor interrupted
switching off the TV we better
get movin Dylan had been talk-
ing for forty- five minutes and he
had wanted to get out to the Col-
lege before the concert to tune up
On the way Dylan asked us to
lock the door to the classroom he
would be using to rehearse He
was worried about people com-
ing in for autographs and an
over- enthusiastic group of fans
Banks complied by driving his
car across a space of bumpy lawn
and up to the side door of the
hall where Victor hustled Dylan
out and through the door past
three or four gaping couples on
their way to collect some early
front row seats We made sure
the door was locked and Victor
and I took turns standing guard
until Victor decided it was time
to rig up the special microphones
they had brought along He went
Turn to page 4 col 1
C Johnson Taggart
The avant- garde in theatre is not one movement but many each
thinking that the others are dully conventional but all sharing one
element revolt against the comfortable realistic school of drama
which has the continued support of the middle- aged middle- class
population a school which is dead but still kicking This was
the conclusion of John Gassner Sterling Professor of Playwriting at
Yale University and counselor to many contemporary and recent
playwrights in his speech at Kenyon November 5
Realism Professor Gassner said theatre from its realist beginnings
is a simple thing for average in the critical realism of Shaw
playgoers a representation of and Ibsen and the naturalism of
ordinary life and ordinary inter Zola and Strindberg through
pretations The various avant various less realistic movements
garde movements thrive in 299 such as the epic theatre of Brecht
seat off- Broadway theatres to the modern theatre of the ab-
while realism despite repeated surd an attempt to represent
revolts against it is still the most human existence in all of its
financially successful form of absurd reality Art is unstable in
theatre and the most appealing to our century he said because so-
philistine theatre managers ciety is unstable our art repre-
This is not to deny that realism sents a search for absolute stand-
lacks quality but its appeal is ards which we can not find
generally not to those who ap Epic theatre is an attempt to
preciate really good theatre develop new standards as the
Gassner traced avant- garde Marxist Brecht tried to do thea
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Cocks Spends Day with Folksinger continued
era hanging around his neck
Look at this place I dont be-
lieve the set- up Crazy
Yeah I know Hey man
whatre ya doin
Man like we have this car
belongs to Al you know were
goin out to the Coast A Cobra-
wow We drove six hundred and
fifty miles yesterday in ten hours
Took us thirty- five minutes to get
through Pennsylvania VAROOM
wow
Everyone laughed Hey listen
man you gonna be out on the
coast give me a call Im gonna
do some concert Joanie and me
so call
Yeah yeah Bob said Whats
happenin out there
Oh Joanie and mes gonna do
these concerts Fantastic number
of songs well be out there for a
while but after all this shit we
took I dont think its much use
doubling up on the hotel bills
any more do you
Yeah yeah Bob said again
Listen did you see the pictures
from New York Dylan said
that he hadnt Hey John I got
em in the car Go out and get
em John giggled and went run-
ning out Victor returned from
upstairs reported that the micro-
phones were all fixed and that
upstairs carrying a suitcase full
of tubes and wire while Dylan
in the next room tuned up for
three minutes by pounding out a
wild rock and roll song on a
grand piano and singing some gib-
berish lyrics
Dave Banks knocked on the
door and told Dylan that two
people who said they were friends
of his were upstairs They had
given their names as Bob and
John Fantastic said Dylan
Hey Victor go up and bring em
down quick Fantastic I went
back to join Dylan who was pac-
ing around in a circle
All of a sudden the door
crashed open and a soft- faced
young man in black boots trou-
sers coat and gloves came run-
ning into the room screaming
Hey Bobby hiya baby his
long hair flapping like banners
behind him Wow fantastic
Dylan yelled reeling backwards
across the room laughing and
attempting to climb the wall
whatya doin here Bob
Driving out to the coast said
the newcomer pumping Dylans
hand got this car and hey
vou know John Were drivin out
together He reintroduced Dylan
to a tall swallow- faced boy who
had an expensive Japanese cam
Drink Discussed
Continued
in violation of the law may be
brought to enjoin such a nuisance
and cause the area to be pad-
locked
President Lund told the Sen-
ate at its first meeting October
1 that When the college is in
session no alcoholic beverages
will be served on the premises
Peirce and Dempsey Halls ex-
cept for beer in the Coffee Shop
or when by arrangement with
the Dean of Students beer may
be served in the basement during
dances He also stated that in
the near future Saga food ser-
vice will stop selling kegs of beer
to fraternities because the sale
puts the college in a vulnerable
legal situation President Lund
sent a letter to Mr Robert Stet-
son of Saga ordering this action
three weeks ago
At the meeting of the Senate on
November 5 President Lund
again stated his intention to pro-
hibit the purchase of beer in ex-
cess of 32 alcohol or other al-
coholic beverages with money ob-
tained from the Student Activity
Fund The Campus Senate voted
concurrence with this action
There was a considerable amount
of discussion at this meeting on
the liquor and beer problem and
at that time decided that the mat-
ter will be facilitated by the for-
mation of a subcommittee to pro-
pose specific motions or recom-
mendations
the hall was about full and
greeted Bob who said Hey how
about all the faggots theyve got
in this place John came back
from the car holding some large
photographs in his hand which
he thrust at Dylan with a smile
Hey these are really great
he said looking through them
This ones a little bizzare maybe
but I like it He handed it to me
It was a picture of Bob his hair
trimmed in bangs standing in
front of a feverish abstract mural
dressed in a womans ensemble of
matching pasly slacks and blouse
holding a tricycle in his left hand
and turning the pedal John grin-
ned at me
As the time for Dylan to go on
approached he became more ani-
mated more nervous He paced
and sometimes danced around the
room gulping down wine from a
small dixie cup and making large
gestures with his hands Around
eight- thirty Victor handed him
his guitar Dylan placed a black-
wire harmonica holder around his
neck played a few chords blew
a few quick notes and said OK
man lets go Lets go
Im comin in through the grave-
yard man
We walked out and around the
side of the auditorium in front
of the collage cemetary and up
some wobbly iron stairs to a fire
exit Several of the people stand-
ing near the door caught a
glimpse of Dylan and began to
nudge one another one rather
pudgy girl wearing an army sur-
plus raincoat and blue tennis
shoes even began primping her
hair Victor put his arm on Dy-
lans shoulder Dylan nodded
straightened his shoulders and
walked into the hall to enthusias-
tic applause He made no intro-
ductions starting in immediately
to play his first song But some-
thing was wrong with the ampli-
fier system and the music sound-
ed like mosquioes caught in a
net of Saran Wrap Dylan finish-
ed the number and made a few
sly comments while Victor re-
placed the microphone and some-
one from the college played with
the amplifier system Seemingly
unfazed Dylan proceeded with
better audio and the audience
now completely with him A
predominantly conservative stu-
dent body applauded at every
derogatory mention of prejudice
injustice segregation or nuclear
warfare Dylan who had intend-
ed to sing only six songs for the
first half was apparently enjoy-
ing himself and added two more
to the set At intermission he
got a big hand
Downstairs during the intermis-
Turn to page 8 coZ 1
Cleveland Meeting
Continued
ton- Cleveland Hotel Governor
Sanford is known nationally for
his efforts to upgrade education
in North Carolina through the
Governors School for gifted and
talented children the North Caro-
lina Advancement School for Stu-
dents of above average ability
but poor performance and a
program for three new four- year
colleges and a system of commu-
nity junior colleges
Literary criticism and analy-
sis of writing will receive em-
phasis when Malcolm Cowley ad-
dressed the annual banquet Nov
27 Mr Cowley has just finished
a term at Cornell as Visiting Er-
nest I White Professor of Ameri-
can Studies His books include
Blue Juniata and The Dry Season
poems Exiles Return a nar-
rative of ideas and The Literary
Situation a survey of contempor-
ary authorship
Paul Bellow author of Herzog
The Adventure of Augie March
and Henderson the Rain King
will address the annual luncheon
at 1215 pm Saturday His topic
What Are Writers Up to Any-
way Mr Herzog was recently
described by Philip Rahy in the
New York Herald Tribune as
The Most intelligent novelist of
his generation HM as well as
the finest stylist at present writ-
ing fiction in America
Walter Havighurst author of
Land of Promise Land of the
Long Horizons and Vein of Iron
will discuss Writing from the
Heartland at the Secondary Sec-
tion Luncheon Friday Nov 27
Writer Nancy Hale author of
Realities in Fiction The Prodigal
Woman and Black Summer will
be the guest speaker at the Fri-
day luncheon of the Conference
on College Composition and Com-
munication Her topic A fiction
Writer Faces Facts
Rod Serling author of Re-
quiem for a Heavyweight and
president of the Academy of Tele-
vision Arts and Sciences will dis-
cuss The Writers Future on TV
at one of 80 programs on Friday
whose topics will range from
What and How Shall We Teach
Young Children to The Ameri-
can Novel and the Image of Man
and from Early Teaching of
Reading to Creativity and the
Schools
Robert W Daniel is a mem-
ber of the Executive Committee
of the Conference on College
Composition and Communication
He also is a speaker for a pro-
gram Teaching Poetry
Gerrit H Roelofs is Associate
Chairman for a program Teach-
ing Chaucer
Eleven preconvention study
groups on Monday through Wed-
nesday will consider among other
topic composition in the high
school beginning and interme-
diate language and linguistics ap-
proaches to literature in advanced
high school and introductory col-
lege classes English for the slow
learner and English for the cul-
turally deprived
FINE CLOTHES FOR MEN
Kenyon
Alumni
In Print
by Richard G Freeman
Since the astronomic success of
alumnus Robert Lowell Kenyon
men have acquired a wide read-
ership through newspapers jour-
nals and periodicals The past
month has brought two more into
the company of alumni and un-
dergraduates who have published
P Frederick Kluge former edi-
tor of this fortnightly and father
of an extremely lucid prose style
contributed an article to the Oc-
tober 2nd edition of LIFE maga-
zine The article has to do with
Rock n Roll in America and
Mr Kluge submitted it while
working this summer in the en-
tertainment bureau of LIFE ma-
gazine For those interested the
magazine is available at the li-
brary desk
If you encounter him on Middle
Path you can extend a congratu-
latory hand to John Cocks a jun-
ior and President of the Kenyon
Film Society for the success of
his latest literary effort a review
of Frederico Fellinis II Bjdone
carried in the Fall edition of Film
Quarterly The note in the con-
tributors column describes Mr
Cocks as a New Yorker who
studies at Kenyon College
f
fine shirtings ties
jackets suits and accessories
Main at Vine
MOUNT VERNON OHIO
Serving all of Knox County
NCA Report
Continued
Deans Pilcher and Doney also
criticized students behavior
though they asserted that the
problems particularly those re-
lating to alchoholic beverages
were not as serious as the admin-
istration appeared to believe They
were highly impressed with the
students academic honesty
A final criticism concerned the
fact that Kenyon is literally un-
known in many parts of the
country They felt that Kenyon
should not be forced to accept
729r of all applicants some of
whom the college admits are not
qualified to meet present aca-
demic requirements They noted
however that major efforts are
being made to correct this defi-
ciency and in the future Ken-
yon should obtain enough stu-
dents of the calibre it wants and
that its program deserves
The FIRST- KNOX NATIONAL Bank
Thayler Intellection
by Richard G Freeman
In 1949 Carl Thayler took leave of the military school that had
tried his patience beyond endurance and enrolled in Hollywood
High School Los Angeles California where he had been born six-
teen years previously Before long he enacted another schism this
with his parents and took up residence in a gymnasium above Holly-
wood Boulevard He didnt await the end of his junior year in public
school before he cashed in all his chips bolted his birthplace and
joined the United States Navy From that time his odyssey has taken
him from coasttoco- ast through Greenwich Village and back to
California where he took a job with the Pacifica Radio Network
after a short while took a wife and finally migrated again this time
to Gambier Ohio where at age thirty- one he enrolled in the class
of 1968 at Kenyon College
Turn to page 5 coZ 1
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Interview with Thayler The Visit is Qualified Success
continued
It was at their present roosting place a walk- up apartment on
Ward Street that The Collegian spoke with Mr and Mrs Thayler
recently Entering I was struck by the wide distinction between
Carl Thaylers garret and the ordinary freshman digs For example
not every member of the Norton- Lewis irregulars can point to two
original drawings by the late artist Rico Lebrun hanging on their
1
HO
A perturbed W H Webster Alfred considers his plight as
Edward Hallowell The Mayor and Chris Connell The Priest
cajole him into masochistic action
by Richard G Freeman
The Kenyon Drama Society
which functions in the Hill The-
atre a topological misnomer it
is actually more of a cave than a
hill or a theatre recently over-
came its architectural difficulties
by presenting to my knowledge
its first true success Mostly ow-
ing to the steady inspired direc-
tion of Mr Michael Birtwhistle
the dramatic superiority of
Friederich Duerrenmatts The
Visit came into compelling focus
Im not about to dub the entire
production a monument to ama-
teur drama at Kenyon for the
performances of the principles
were some cuts below top- notch
moreover I applaud all parties
concerned for making theirs an
independent enterprise Thankful-
ly amiss was the tedious familiar-
ity of The Beaux Strategem
also entitled In which the Actors
Play Themselves The cast of
The Visit performed as if moved
the significance of their individ-
ual roles
This is not to say though that
sincerity wins citations Though
Mr Birtwhistles was an admir-
able effort he failed lamentably
in one major area viz exacting
convincing performances out of
his lead man and lady Ladies
first Mrs Marjorie Henshaw read
the role of Claire Zachanassian
the malefic pivotal figure as if
she were delivering a slow steady
reprimand It seems that Mrs
Henshaw was cast not so much
for her histrionic powers as for
her stature which well befits the
part of Claire Nevertheless the
role demands a swift and silver
tongue a snarling demeanor
sort of an Ethel Merman gone
wrong Instead of this we wit-
nessed someone learning her lines
before our eyes simply reciting
with an obvious effort to parody
the emotional coloring of the part
The touching and wistful forest
scene in which Claire and Alfred
reunite and reminisce before the
latters execution is completely
scuttled by the refusal of Mrs
Henshaw and Mr Webster to ex-
ploit the ironic shadings of their
lines Mr W Henry Webster
playing opposite Mrs Henshaw as
the man who done her wrong at
least sustains some scenes but by
maintaining a tone of naive sur-
prise annihilates others
The basis of the plays success
I think lies with the supporting
cast who managed themselves re-
markably well aided by the or-
chestral perfection of Mr Birth-
wistles staging I should like to
single out of the crowd an in-
ordinately large number of per-
sons appeared on stage for many
scenes of the play and Mr Birt-
whistle directed traffic efficiently
The murmuring leitmotivs of the
crowd scenes were particularly
well handled Eric Linder in his
first appearance on the Hill Stage
crisp and important as the teach-
er Chris Connell also a neo-
phyte beautifully subtle as the
priest Edward Heimerdinger
walls Nor can they savor coffee brewed on a small stove in a modest
kitchenette by a slim pretty brunette like Marsha Thayler
While Mrs Thayler arranged the refreshments her husband
appeared Although thirty- one Carl Thayler fits well into the phy-
sical scheme of the freshman class He maintains the wide- eyed
eagerness of most freshman and in his three- quarter sleeve boat-
neck white levis and copious curls he is hardly distinguishable from
the rawest recruit from Chillicothe Carl made amends for the chaotic
condition of the apartment livid with literature and lps I said that
I didnt mind and then asked Carl for the biographical outline that
appears above Those facts recorded I yielded to the obvious and
asked Carl why the delay
He answered with conviction WELL I began to feel that the
only way a man can do his own work and make a living is to teach
Thats the first reason Secondly Ive found that the willingness of
students to respond and their openness is quite exciting and makes
me want very very much to study and then to teach Most poets I
know today teach Besides there are some gaps in my education
that I want to fill
I asked Carl what it was that first motivated him to leave
school two schools at that and in less than a year He replied that
at an early age he determined to write and as long as he kept going
to school he kept feeling alienated I just got fed up with the whole
social thing Id rather sit in my room and read Dostoevsky than lis-
ten to some teacher who is part of the establishment
After his Navy stint Carl undertook a hegira that led him
around the country and through two volumes of admittedly bad
verse that he wrote before landing in Greenwich Village in 1954
Once there he and a few friends rented an apartment above a Puer-
to Rican funeral parlor Immediately he set to work on a play
nourishing himself with a years supply of sardines which he bought
at a sacrifice sale Carl refuses to speak of his first play calling it
childish and forgetting exactly where he threw the manuscript
Nevertheless Carl enjoyed living in the Village which he remembers
as a fairly loose scene You could go into any bar and meet and
strike up a conversation with De Kooning Jackson Pollack or Franz
Kline The most exciting thing in New York at that time though
was the fifty- second street jazz scene Everybody was there Charlie
Parker Bud Powell Thelonius Monk
While becoming conversant with this scene Carl wrote his sec-
ond play this one dealing with the theme of fascism in a military
school In the play Carl argues that fascism tends to distort ones
manhood self- destruction results Though Carl speaks of his second
play with more affection it was fated like the first to become only
a title in the Thayler bibliographia The minimal success that he
experienced in New York probably propelled him back to California
where he wrote yet a third play which met with great favor and
which Carl optioned to the producer Stephen Shoyer Of all the
plays he has written he is most fond of Grail an award winning
script produced at UCLA and the radio adaptation of Moby
Dick that he did for the Pacifica Network Pacifica used the adapta-
tion to climax a series of programs examining Herman Melville and
his relationship to the American poet Charles Olson
After Moby Dick Carls dramatic output ground to a halt He
now approaches the theatre with stern misgivings The American
theatre today is usury he believes It is an impossible mode for
anybody to work in
His views on American fiction are just as uncompromisingly
negative
All American literature is bound up about this attempt to live
in the past which they took on like an Eden The American au-
thors Bellow Malamud and some others are all playing the
same game they played in the thirties in which all dies to their art
I believe that everything exists as it is and that you can only ex-
perience when you compare things with it There are poets who have
escaped the metaphor people like Robert Creeley Dorn and Selby
To prove his point Carl picked up a book by his side and gave
an unmannered energetic reading of a poem that he considered ex-
emplary of this select school of writers The poem followed an old
woman up a rocky hill and Carl read as if he heard and felt the
grating of her tiny foot on each loose stepping stone I asked Carl
whom he would call his literary mentors and unhesitatingly he
cited Dante Alighieri and William Carlos Williams
Carl had made abundantly clear his motives for returning to
college but one thing had remained unanswered I asked him why
he had come to Kenyon College and his answer certainly merits
profound consideration Kenyon has the reputation as being a place
where one can find intellection
So be it
He found Wesleyan University attractive for awhile but finally
settled on Kenyon perhaps after absorbing the barrage of self- praise
that the College generated visav- is The Kenyon Review
Carl has grand designs for Kenyon College These include staging
a bilingual poetry reading and extending the services of WKCO to
live broadcasts of radio plays
While Carl Studies Marsha Thayler occupies herself as a doc-
tors receptionist in Mount Vernon A resident of Ohio Mrs Thayler
finds Gambier less cluttered than her native Cleveland but infinitely
more appealing She met Carl on the first day of her senior year at
UCLA September 18 of last year The next day they were en-
gaged and ultimately married on March 28 1964
After taking a tour around the apartment I thanked Mr and Mrs
Carl Thayler freshman and wife
an exegesis of this complex ex-
pressionistic work For the puz-
bled I recommend Mr Weitz-
mans comprehensive essay pub-
lished in the latest HIKA Briefly
The Visit has to do with the
return of a female mogul and her
retinue actually more of a me-
nagerie the two blind castrates
a former magistrate serving as
butler two amnestied murderers
serving as sedan chair bearers
sundry husbands past and pres-
ent to the town of her birth She
has one mission in mind to exact
retribution for the ill treatment
she received at the hands of one
Alfred III who in their carefree
youth impregnated her and ma-
nipulated the subsequent patern-
ity suit in his favor By offering
the indigent townspeople one
hundred million dollars Claire
hopes to goad them into dealing
111 now the towns prized elder
his just deserts Her plot is im-
mediately and outwardly rejected
but inwardly accepted by the citi-
zens who sense the need and per-
form their grim task in a chilling
finale
Duerrenmatt ties his work to-
gether with myriad ironic threads
and leaves it to the director to
lay the fabric attractively before
us Mr Birtwhistle no doubt
would please the bizarre Swiss
with a thoroughgoing competence
hat deligted five successive audi-
ences in the Hill Theatre Indeed
even the lighting normally a
second thought in amateur pro-
duction was professionally done
a nod to Burt Dibble Bill Cum-
mings and Gary Reich who car-
ried out Mr Birtwhistles direc-
tives satisfactorily A masterful
application of soft yellows con-
mingled with dark areas mitigated
the usually harsh appearance of
the Hill stage
This department takes great
pleasure in awarding Michael
Birtwhistle the bronze star with
fig leaf cluster and temporary
rank of Field Marshal a distinc-
tion we reserve solely for first
class stage craftsmen
Prof Burns
Gives Talk
On Inner Ear
by C Johnson Taggart
Dr Robert Burns of the Ken-
yon Biology Department delivered
the first Faculty Lecture of the
year on Equilibrium in the In-
ner Ear in the Space Age
The sense of balance he began
is enjoyed most when we are un-
conscious of it We sometimes try
to disturb it as on a roller
coaster but usually we are most
content when it is not disturbed
The sense is dependent on three
types of organs the six semicir-
cular canals in the inner ear two
located in each of three planes
the eyes each muscle of which is
effected by one of the canals and
the proprioceptors nerves located
in each muscle of the body which
are connected with the semicircu-
lar canals
In most mammals the semicir-
cular canals are encased in a
thick bone as a result most ex-
periments involving removal of
these organs have been performed
on fish and other lower verta-
brates These experiments indicate
that removal of the semicircular
canals creates a chronic syndrome
which depending on which canal
is removed causes the animal to
fal forwards or backwards or to
move continually in circles to cor-
rect the stimulus that leads him
to believe that he is doing the
opposite In experiments per-
formed in 1956 on kangaroo rats
whose inner ears are easily ac-
cessible Dr Burns then of the
University of Oklahoma proved
that in higher animals this ryn-
drome is not chronic that recov-
ery is accomplished about twenty
minutes after the operation al-
though the syndrome can be re-
stored by excitement
Dr Burns concluded that he
was fortunate in having made
this discovery on the eve of the
Space Age when its profound
importance for the problems of
equilibrium in a state of weight-
lessness can be appreciated
who single- handedly redeemed
the other three of the four anony-
mous men Floyd Linton lumpish
and laughish as the dutiful police-
man William Peden and Alan
Russell as the two neuter gender-
men and Edward Hallowell as
the mayor I sincerely hope that
Mr Hallowell will make his pres-
ence even more significantly felt
in future productions at the Hill
Theatre He is an actor of consum-
mate finesse
I wont in these pages entertain
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Established Collegian policy dictates fair and equal representa-
tion for both sides of the coin To comply with this journalistic
rule of thumb and to fill up space the Sports Staff presents the
following two accountsof the Denison vs Kenyon football game
Booters
Bow to
Denisonv
by Warren Diven
The Big Red of Denison University added insult to injury to the
Kenyon Lords last Saturday when they not only handed the Lords
the final defeat in a winless season for Kenyon but completely
demolished the Lords 60- 0
Early in the first quarter the times After scoring their second
Lords looked like they were out touchdown of the period Denison
to break their seven game loss recovered a fumble by freshman
streak and a jinx which the Big Dave Hanzel on the kickoff and
Red has held over Kenyon since two plays later Denison scored
1911 The Kenyon defense held OTJ rnI l nwlNr vtrv
OFF freshman John Wright
fumbled and Denison again turned
it into a scoring play with four
RprnnHfi ffnnp in thp fmal nprind
4
t
H
4
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begrudged their opponents dlU
Coaching can do only so much
with the given material Kenyon
obviously must look for and con
vince more athletes who qualify
academically to come here Earl
ham and Sewannee did it re
member
Denison tailback Denny Price manages to get off pass despite hard
rush by Bill Brown 75 and Steve Watts 25
by Derek VanPelt
Well Denny- do did it again and this time they did us up
good Last Saturday at Deeds Field Denison University made it clear
that its amiability in a social atmosphere did not extend to the ath-
letic arena by annihilating the Kenyon gridders 60- zip The Lords
rounded out a perfect 0- 8 campaign while their hosts evened their
record at 4- 4
Kenyon visitors had to turn to White Denny Price Dain Birkley
their dates for the kicks they mis and Ivary took advantage of lots
of running room Coach Keithsed out on during the game ex
cept possibly for the halftime fes PPer showed little mercy in
School Band leaving his first- stringers in for ativities It was High
much loneer time than seemedand 700Day at Denison some
musicians from twelve schools humane
Some of Kenyons youngergave a colorful and impressive
mass salute to Dennys athletic players and a few veterans show-
director Roy Seils Aside from ed some spirit but theyre going
their performance probably the to need a lot of help in the future
brightest spot for the Lords was if Kenyon is to prove that it be-
the considerable attempt of sev lngs in Ohio Conference football
all This fall the fromrelieve embattled at boyseral dogs to our
linemen in the fourth quarter Gambier scored 52 points and
Kenyons soccer team ended
their 1964 season Tuesday No-
vember 3rd by bowing to Deni-
son 6- 0 The Big Red scored easily
on lucky breaks demoralizing the
Lords who allowed their oppon-
ents to roll to an easy victory
The game did provide some ex-
cellent sparring action Ceaser
down for the count of ten as a
few players brought the Kenyon-
Denison rivalry down to a per-
sonal level
BOB HARRISON Kenyons
soccer coach wasnt pleased with
his teams performance noting
that they didnt play as well as
they had in their previous per-
formances He was quick to
point out however that Deni-
son who will vie with Wesleyan
Akron and Wheaton for the
NCAA Mideast Championship
was a top team and comparative
scores had indicated an even
worse drubbing for the Lords
Commenting on the past season
Harrison was disappointed that
we didnt win more games While
emphasizing that he wasnt mak-
ing excuses for his squads play
Harrison did point out a few fact-
ors which hurt Kenyon this year
FIRST AND FOREMOST of
these was the loss of five potential
starters Dovitz Boynton Patrick
Bowman and Heintz all of
whom for various reasons arent
back at Kenyon this year Also
a limited practice schedule and
the fact that fifty boys too many
to coordinate easily turned out
delayed the Lords emergence as
unified team
We started something this
year the future is bright quip-
ped Harrison The loss of only
three starters through graduation
and the best freshman class in
six years since the days of Dave
Dawson point to a good soccer
team in the coming seasons
Furthermore the 1964 booters
displayed better spirit than Ken-
yon has seen recently an indica-
tion that perhaps the boys will
keep coming out
POST- MORTEM for the 1964
season Typically Kenyon 2- 8
record wait till next year
scored again with Diehl running
in the extra point for the Peeps
but the score stood 25- 14 at the
end of the period
The half- time show featured a
display of football prowess by
those who didnt get into the
game and after a few heated ar-
guments with referees the con-
test reconvened
The Betas continued to roll in-
creasing their lead on completed
touchdowns to Marton his sec-
ond and to George Johnson The
losers final TD however as
Jarrett made a fine catch in
the end- zone John Kooistra
earned a spot in the Collegian by
receiving Diehls pass for the ex-
tra point Final score Beta Theta
Pi- 38 Sigma Pi- 21
In other end of the year ac-
tion East Wing chalked up an
easy victory for third place laur-
els over Middle Leonard who for-
feited the game
Denison on one set of downs and
freshman linebacker Gary Pend-
ergraph recovered a Big Red fum-
ble to stop another Denison drive
But soon Denisons ground game
opened up and the Big Red
Mmxvuc ou jiUa
capped off by a 28 yard run by
tailback Eric Ivary of Painesville
TAGE of a bad pass from center
to punter John Rutter and a pass
interception to set up two more
touch- downs before the second
nnartpr wac fnur minntPR old
Despite 67 yards in penalties the
Big Red managed to score once
more in the first half on a pass
from Denny Price to Lee Bulger
to give Denison a 28- 0 lead at
the half
Early in the third quarter Scott
Swarner ran a John Rutter punt
back 56 yards for a touchdown
and the barage was on once again
In the last four minutes of the
quarter Denison scored two more
I 1 C 7
mi
Freshman Dave Hanzel is upended
back one of the numerous Denison
1
three As usual the contest was
spectated by a large gathering of
cheering fans most of whom
wouldnt be caught dead watch-
ing a Kenyon game
Sigma Pi last years champs
easily won their league title win-
ing all six of their games allow-
ing only twelve points to their
Denison capped the game when
a team composed generally of
freshmen marched 82 yards for
theif final scQre giying Big
Red a 6QQ faul anJ
a winless season
The Saturday before the Deni-
son game the Lords dropped a
24- 6 decision to Hiram which
saw Linebacker Bob Sledd score
Kenyons only six points when he
blocked a Hiram punt and out
raced a Terrier halfback thirty
yards for the touchdown
The Kenyon offense was com-
pletely ineffective the entire
afternoon forcing John Rutter to
punt 11 times Rutter picked up
453 yards on his 11 punts to set
a new Ohio Conference record
for the most punting yardage in
one game
V ff
by Denison tacklers after running
kickoff s
for Title
opponents The Betas also were
undefeated only a tie with the
ADs marring their record
The Betas scored first with
quarterback Perry Hudson con-
necting on a long pass to Dave
Carter The extra point was mis-
sed allowing the Peeps to grab
a 7- 6 lead after Chuck Crabtree
grabbed a Bill Diehl aerial and
scampered in for the TD Jim
Jarrett took a pass from Diehl
for the successful conversion The
American League champs regain-
ed the lead while still in the first
quarter on a pass to Lou Martone
but again missed the extra point
and led 12- 7 at the end of the
period
Hudson and his receivers con-
tinued to befuddle the Peep sec-
ondary as the Betas scored two
more tallies in the second quarter
on passes to Howard Sperry
Carter receiving for the point
after and Jim Kaplen Crabtree
Betas Squelch Peeps
THE SEMI- AFFECTIONATE
MumoK- tn oi uenison nign
School made no sense at all to
the Kenyon eleven whose com
parative showing would earn
them the title of Kenyon Ele
mentary The Lords once more
exhibited ample evidence of their
inexperience The Big Reds front
wall pushed around their oppo-
nents linemen and Denison backs
left the secondary at the starting
gate The winners single wing
setup with a double tailback
either could receive the snap
operated with deception and
power
Kenyon was nearly unbeliev-
able in the first eight minutes
fighting hard on defense and
holding off Denisons advances
The Lords narrowly missed draw-
ing first blood when they couldnt
quite get to a fumbled John Rut-
ter punt before it rolled out of
Denisons end zone But with 316
left in the first period the Big
Reds Eric Ivary galloped 28 yards
to paydirt and the floodgates
were opened
ARMED WITH PLENTY OF
DESIRE at least they thought
this game was a rivalry and
urged on by numerous Kenyon
mistakes Denison was out in
front 28- 0 at the half After three
quarters it was 47- 0 Backs San
Beta quarterback Perry Hudson extreme right rolls out to his
left as blockers Larry Schmidlapp left and George Johnson hori-
zontal engage Peep linemen John Hackworth beard and Doug
Schrim no socks
by Bill Seymour
South Leonard won this years
intramural football championship
November 2 by defeating East
Division 38- 21 The latest contest
marked the third straight year
the two intramural powers locked
horns in the final game with the
Betas victorious in two out of
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w i n- iOur Man in the Water
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v i I iim r r7L- JOur man reviewing the swim teams credo
Rick Freeman
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Photos By
Howard Price
Our athletic teams lead a generally insular existence We wit-
ness and captiously judge the performances of our footballers track-
men and other olympiads- Somehow granted the right by our seden-
tary position we either applaud or condemn their efforts and pride-
fully bow our heads to receive the laurels that they earn Yet how
many of us can fully appreciate the agonizing physical output that
our athletic minions produce in response to the firm mandate of the
faceless crowd
Our man loosens up a bit
7 v
i
4
6 1
lowed Then as sharply as it had
begun the cadence stopped En-
gaged in our second sit- up we
sank to the ground feeling lower
than crabgrass Respite at last
we thought but thought too soon
again as the next thing we knew
we were padding along 229 away
from camp Kokosing and past the
football field A sharp turn at the
field house took us up an impos-
sible almost perpendicular grade
visions of Edmund Hillary by
now to the comfortable Victor-
ian facade of the nadarium
Without allowing even time to
collapse we were hustled through
the shower room and into the
pool area where we were given
our choice of weightlifting ap-
parati We elected to try out a
harmless looking barbell We
brought the thing down against
the concrete floor with an em-
barassing thud and newly- earned
anatomical awareness A cooling
swim would stand us in good
part we thought as we brashly
challenged Tom Sant to a fifty-
yard sprint Tom protested citing
an injured ankle but demurred
on our insistence
We were ahead by dint of long
toenails until we hit the water
whereupon Tom obviously nurs-
ing his injury chugged some
forty leagues ahead of us The
ankle trouble must have been in-
fectious for at the end of fifty
yards we pulled in lame Never-
theless Tom demanded that we
join one of the heats that were
about to set off on the four-
hundred yard swim Numbed
into submission by now we con
In answer to this delicate ques-
tion and in an effort to provide
that vital link twixt spectator
and participant this correspon-
dent undertook a bit of webbed-
footwork some weeks ago We
had delineated our problem to
Tom Sant co- captain of the
Swimming Team Tom suggested
that we come down to the pool
and see and do for ourselves viz
take a workout with the team
With sophomoric visions of
George Plimpton the athletically-
inclined avant- gardsman we ac-
cepted with alacrity
The following week our pencil
and freestyle sharpened we ap-
peared at the Shaffer nadarium
Tom wearing a red tank suit that
contrasted conspicuously with our
mournful black apprised us of
the order of the day After run-
ning two miles what we
would hoist some weights then
plunge into the pool and stroke
four- hundred yards Before we
could protest we were out on
Route 229 holding the rearguard
of a troop of earnest harriers Our
cordovans didnt aid us apprec-
iably and we breathed a sigh of
relief when Ed Telling signalled
the train to a halt But as we
discovered we had breathed too
soon for just as we eased our
racked carcass down on the
ground at Camp Kokosing some-
one began sounding out a rhyth-
mic cadence A swimmer advised
us that we must assume the push-
up attitude Not having pushed-
up since we left the mattress that
morning we thought of pleading
lack of proficiency but reading
pansy in the eyes of our some-
time teamates we adapted quick-
ly Other brutal maneuvers fol
Our man in action abrim with a competitive spirit
Coll egian
him at the two- hundred mark
his two- hundred mark that is
At that point however we de-
tected murmurings of gastric dis-
tress and hauled ourselves out of
the drink
Our swimming career ended in
a flash wet and dejected we
headed for the locker room There
we met team co- captain John
Miller and sophomore Butterfly
boy Ted Arnold They solicitously
directed us to a towel and jam
quested that we swab out our
ears with a Q- tip All this they
told us is standard procedure de-
signed to prevent a teams two
greatest handicaps infection
and fatigue We asked them if
they have anything for dyspep-
sia Receiving only quizzical
stares in reply we thanked John
Ted Tom and the entire team
who invited us to participate in
the fourthcoming intrasquad meet
We feebly declined gargling
something about our next assign-
ment which would be a history
of droughts in Knox County
Sports
Special
Feature
lane next med a quarter- sized vitamin pill
powerful into our mouth Tasted somewhat
sented We swam in a
to Jerry Reynolds a
freestyler We drew even with like condensed gin Then they re
t v
Sequence photos of our man in action doing his specialty stroke the sunstroke
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RitchesonJay Cocks Spends a Day with Folksinger Continued
sion Dylan talked a lot and
drank more wine He only half-
jokingly spoke about the speaker
system in the hall about the
songs and about the audience
There were a lot of people wait-
ing to see him outside but he was
almost too wound up even to cope
with friends who were already in
the room with him Victor said
that except for the speaker sys-
tem he thought it was going
pretty well although he was still
worried about the crowds that
would gather after the concert
Youll see man he said youll
see
For the second half of the con-
cert almost seventy- five people
had left their seats and were
Cleveland
Offers Sr
Job Clinic
College seniors who live in
Cleveland area are being offered
a unique job- finding opportunity
through Clevelands First An-
nual Job Center for 1965 College
Graduates to be held during
Christmas vacation at the Cleveland-
Sheraton Hotel
On December 28 29 and 30
Cleveland seniors who will be
graduating from colleges and uni-
versities next June will be offered
personal interviews with more
than 100 employers from local
business industry boards of edu-
cation hospitals and governmen-
tal agencies
The center is a non- profit com-
rrrunity service operated by the
Occupational Planning Committee
of the Cleveland Welfare Federa-
tion at the request of the Busi-
nessmens Interracial Committee
on Community Affairs in Cleve-
land as part of the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Program
The project is designed pri-
marily to serve the following
needs
1 It will give Cleveland em-
ployers prior and favorable
access to Cleveland talent
2 It will give many of Cleve-
lands large as well as small
concerns an opportunity to
do college recruiting with
a minimum of cost and time
3 It will offer Cleveland area
students a convenient and
efficient access to the total
employment market at a time
when it will not interrupt the
college program
Students can secure further de-
tails and application forms from
the college placement office En-
rollment is requested as far as
possible in advance The advance
registration deadline is December
10 1964
sitting on the floor close to the
stage A path had to be cleared
before Dylan could get on but
passing by one girl he reached
out said Hi and touched her
hair with his hand which caused
the people around her to laugh
and applaud while the girl her-
self simply but audibly
sighed For the rest of the con-
cert she stared straight at Dy-
lan who by now was a little
drunk alhough he was perform-
ing as well as in the first half
After his last song Victor and I
met him just as he got off the
stage and led him to the exit
He had gotten a sanding ovation
and while we were persuading
him to do an encore he kept re-
peating They dont have to do
that nodding at the audience
He had unfastened the leather
shoulder strap of his guitar and
the pudgy girl in the surplus
raincoat rushed up to him asking
for All I Really Want to Do
fumbling with the leather strap
attempting to help him refasten
it He grinned at her and went
back on stage for the encore Vic-
tor sent Bob and John downstairs
to guard the entrance to the
dressing room he posted himself
by the exit to block the pudgy
girl and her companions and de-
tailed me to get Dylan off the
stage and through the crowd in
the front row Dylan finished up
and smiling walked down into
the audience and through the
exit Victor and I on either side
We got him inside just before
the crowd Dylan was happy
about the way the concert had
gone poured himself several con-
gratulatory cups of wine and be-
gun to wonder about getting out
of the building through the crowd
and into the car which was wait-
ing outside He decided finally to
wait twenty minutes or so then
make a break for it At the out-
side door Bob wearing a pair of
dark leather gloves which he kept
rubbing together and up and
down his thighs was talking to a
tall blonde man who kept re-
peating Listen Bobby invited me
afterwards to He bent down
and began to whisper in Bobs
ear Bob listened for a moment
and pushed the man back
Listen man I dont want to
hear about it Go away
But Bobby
Listen just go away man I
dont want to talk about it I
dont want to hear about it Just
go away He turned his atten-
tions to the crowd which now
must have been a hundred strong
Victor meantime was packing
the remainder of Dylans clothes
and equipment and sticking the
one surviving bottle of wine into
his pocket He looked tired Dy-
lan looked exhausted and drunk
OK Dylan almost sighed
lead the way We walked out
of the classroom and towards the
main door When the crowd out-
side saw Dylan coming many of
them came forward to press their
faces against the glass As soon
as I opened the door Dylan step-
ped out and they all pressed for-
ward
Bobby
Hiya Bobby
Hey Bobby
Hiya Mr Dylan
Hello kid Dylan said to a
girl who was squirming against
the door long time no see In
reply she giggled and coughed
Walking through the crowd Dy-
lan waved and shook a few hands
Another girl followed him all the
way to the car Im Billie Dylans
roommate from State she an-
nounced Bob you remember
Dylan said that he didnt remem-
ber Billie Dylan From the
girl said almost following him
into the car Oh yeah Dylan
said not very convincingly how
is she Great the girl replied
she says to tell you hello
Fantastic Dylan said He slam-
med the door and we began to
pull away Hey Bobby wait a
minute someone said running
frantically along side the car
wait a minute Bob looked
around rubbing his black leather
gloves together It was the blonde
man whom he had pushed away
a little earlier at the door Keep
goin he said Keep drivin
The morning was cold In the
frost and dust covering Banks
car which had been parked out-
side Dylans improvised dressing
room the night before we could
still see outlines of little inscrip-
tions written by some of the girls
all over the hood roof and win-
dows Bobby Bobby Bobby
Dylan Dylan Dylan Bob-
by Dylan No one spoke much
during the trip to the airport
Victor looked still asleep and
Dylan a little fuzzy About ten
miles out of Mt Vernon he fold-
ed his arms across his chest and
slinking down as much as he could
in the Volkswagen leaned his
head back over the top of the
seat and closed his eyes All of a
sudden asleep in that early
morning he looked very young
Victor checked his baggage at
the airport and we went for
something to eat Dylan who
looked a little more refreshed
spoke easily and with humor
about his upcoming concerts To-
morrow were goin to Princeton
and Sunday to Bangor Maine
Man I dont know whats in
Bangor Maine Its not a school
or anything I told him I didnt
think the Chamber of Commerce
had booked him and he threw
back his head and laughed for a
long time Yeah the Chamber of
Commerce wow For the first
time since we had met him the
day before he seemed completely
at ease Im gonna do these con
certs out on the Coast and
Joanies gonna be with me Pret-
ty soon were gonna get billed
together He smiled that friendly
vulnerable smile of his but this
time without a trace of nervous-
ness Im gonna be out there for
a while
The flight to New York was
announced and Banks and I
walked them to the gate The
businessmen were staring again
When one of them turned to his
companion nudging him and
pointing at us Dylan looked over
his shoulder and waved Its al-
right man he said I make more
money than you do
Banks thanked them both and
apologized for any embarassing
incidents that might have happen-
ed the previous evening Thats
OK man Dylan replied wasnt
nothin
Look Victor said well see
you again huh If theres a con-
cert somewhere come back and
see us
We said we would if we could
get past the crowds we hadnt
thought would be around
Well so long Dylan said
And thanks
Banks and I watched them get
on the plane On their way they
passed two TWA groundcrew-
men wearing coveralls and white
crashhelmets who turned and
stared One of them came up to
us Hey wasnt that that folk-
singer
We said that it was
Which one The short one
Banks nodded
Whats his name he asked
Bob Dylan I said
Hey he said turning to his
friend That was Bob Dylan
Gassner Continued
situations with which it deals are
limited and its characters tend to
be lifeless representations But he
reiterated that even in theatre of
th absurd hope and heroism and
an escape from the human condi-
tion can be found by those who
are willing to look for them
All Breed DOG SHOW
Obedience Trials
Sponsored
by Dan Emmett KC
Wertheimer Field House
Sunday November 29
9 AM to 6 PM
Admission 1 00
THE KENYON COLLEGIAN
GAMBIER OHIO
Continued
ber of the American Historical
Association and the Conference on
British Studies and recently com-
pleted a two- year term as the
United States representative on
the Committee of Anglo- American
Historians the executive body of
the Association of AngloA- merican
Historians
He has published articles and
book reviews extensively over the
past ten years in such periodicals
as American Historical Review
The Journal of Modern History
and Kenyon Review
The Oklahoma Press published
his book British Politics and the
American Revolution in 1954 His
second book The Aftermath of
Revolution Anglo American Re-
lations 1783- 1795 will be pub-
lished later this fall
Barry Bergh
Continued
worth the benefits to be gained
by this change To many of us
not only library dates but also
the commitants of coeducation in-
cluding the political activism
long hair and no make- up of
one trend in coeducation and the
tweeds short madras skirts and
giggling in the library stacks of
another prevalent trend in co-
education are absolutely ana-
thema
The college administration is
looking to the womens college as
a panacea for several of Ken-
yons most prominent ills It is
seen as the most viable mode of
expansion which is a financial
necessity and a remedy to the
problem of the apparent lack of
student motivation Yet despite
what may or may not be a neces-
sity something unique is being
destroyed As we mourn the pass-
ing of the Kenyon College which
we all know so well we are forc-
ed to become painfully cognizant
of the trend towards coeducation
in America Second- rate stand-
ards in education as in all else
only become first- rate when we
are forced into accepting them
by destroying whatever it is we
consider to be first- rate
BOOKS MAKE
EXCELLENT GIFTS
The Kenyon College
Bookshop stocks
de luxe editions
for your convenience
in selecting Christmas
presents for friends
and relatives
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THE ALCOVE
Mount Vernon
Restaurant Cocktail Lounge
Tonys Sandwich Shop
Mount Vernon
Pizza open 24 hours
Dr Marcus Bloch LHy
President
EASTERN MAGICAL
SOCIETY
P O BOX 118
NEW YORK 9 N Y
WISE JEWELERS
KENYON 1824
WISE JEWELERS 1826
Oldest and Best
Member American Gem Society
MOUNT VERNON OHIO
Student Dry Cleaning and
Laundry Store
10 Discount
North End Peirce Hall Basement
open 300- 700 pm daily
LICKING LAUNDRY CO
Return Requested
